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ABSTRACT

University research centers can be beneficial to industrial firms by providing firms

with a number of relationship alternatives that facilitate the advancement of knowledge

and new technologies.  This multi-method field study indicates that larger more

mechanistic firms especially those in resource intense industrial sectors use knowledge

transfer and research support relationships to build competencies in non-core

technological areas.  In contrast, smaller more organic firms particularly those in high tech

industrial sectors focus more on problem solving in core technological areas through

technology transfer and cooperative research relationships.  We also found that

champions at the firm play a key role in these dynamics.  Implications for industry and

universities are discussed1.  
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Intense global competition, rapid technological change, and shorter product life

cycles have transformed the current competitive environment (Ali, 1994; Bettis and Hitt,

1995; Prahalad, 1998).  Consequently, there are increased pressures on firms to

continually advance knowledge and new technologies in order to ensure long-term

prosperity and survival (Ali, 1994; Steele, 1989).  While past practices favored internal

initiatives, it is increasingly more difficult for firms to rely exclusively on in-house

activities due to limited expertise and resources (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994; Jarillo, 1988;

Parkhe, 1993; Pisano, 1990; Shan, Walker and Kogut, 1994).  

Firms can acquire knowledge and technology from many external sources.  These

sources include competing firms, research organizations, government laboratories,

industry research associations, and universities.  Universities are unique in terms of their

potential.  Not only can a firm obtain knowledge and technology, but it can also recruit

graduates and faculty to serve as employees and consultants.  While much of the inter-

organizational literature focuses on the collaboration between two or more industrial

firms, we concentrate on industrial firm and university collaboration.  Industry-university

alliances represent an evolving trend for advancing knowledge and new technologies

(Cohen, et al., 1998; NSB, 2000; Okubo & Sjoberg, 2000; SRI International, 1997).

Industry-university relationships have a long history (Bower, 1993, 1992).

Today, there continue to be compelling reasons for industrial firms and universities to

work together.  Benefits to a firm include access to highly trained students, facilities, and

faculty as well as an enhanced image when collaborating with a prominent academic

institution (Fombrun, 1996).  Universities interact with industry for additional funds,

particularly for research (NSB, 1996; NSF, 1982a).  Universities also want to expose

students and faculty to practical problems, create employment opportunities for their

graduates, and gain access to applied technological areas (NSB, 2000; NSB, 1996).  As a
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result of the complementary nature of industry-university relationships, some of these

collaborative activities have been instrumental in helping firms advance knowledge and

propel new technologies in many areas, e.g., in biotechnology (Pisano, 1990),

pharmaceuticals (van Rossum and Cabo, 1995) and manufacturing (Frye, 1993).  

Geisler (1995) noted that many of the studies on industry-university collaboration

do not have a strong theoretical foundation. While some cross-sectional studies have been

reported in the literature (e.g., Cohen, et al., 1998; NSB, 1996; SRI International, 1997),

the overriding research design in these studies has been the small-sample case study

(Geisler, 1995) with a focus on the university (Cohen, et al., 1998; Mansfield, 1991).  We

underpin our work with several conceptual frameworks and concentrate on firm specific

variables such as size, structure, and technological characteristics in order to examine the

association between key firm specific variables and the various industry-university

relationship alternatives used by firms and universities.  

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES

We have focused on university research centers because these centers encourage

diverse collaborative activities, they have identifiable formal structures, and they have an

explicit mission to transfer knowledge with industrial firms (Betz, 1996; SRI

International, 1997).  From a policy perspective, university research centers are

important areas of study as there have been conscious efforts to adopt this standard

model to promote industry-university collaboration (Santoro & Chakrabarti, 1999).  The

National Science Foundation in the US has taken a significant role in helping universities

to organize research centers such as Engineering Research Centers (ERCs) and Industry-

University Cooperative Research Centers (IUCRCs) in order to promote industry
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participation and stimulate technological advancement in certain key technology fields.

Many university research centers have been established without any direct NSF support

and these centers are also included in this study.  While unique structural and contractual

features distinguish university research centers, our focus is more holistic; on the key

industry factors associated with various I/U relationship alternatives across the variety of

university research center models.

Four Important I/U Relationship Alternatives

Firms and university research centers work together in a variety of ways.  

Specifically, industry-university (I/U) relationships usually encompass four major inter-

related components: research support, cooperative research, knowledge transfer, and

technology transfer.  We have developed a set of hypotheses linking several key industrial

firm factors to each of these four I/U relationships.

Research support is the least interactive of the four I/U relationship components

since research support embodies financial and equipment contributions made to

universities by industry.  Financial and equipment contributions can be unrestricted gifts

or endowment trust funds that the university uses to upgrade laboratories, provide

fellowships to graduate students, or provide seed money for promising new projects

(Reams, 1986).  In the past, industry often contributed large amounts of unrestricted

funds and equipment for university research (Reams, 1986).  Industry support for

university research is now more targeted and often tied to specific research projects that

pay dividends by providing industry with knowledge and new technologies for the long-

term (Fortune, 1996).   
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Cooperative research relationships are more interactive than research support and

include contract research with individual investigators, consulting by faculty, and certain

group arrangements specifically for addressing immediate industry problems (NSF,

1982a).  Contract research with individual investigators and consulting are the most

frequently used types of cooperative research and usually involve one faculty member

working with a single firm on a targeted research project.  Group arrangements involve

more than just one faculty member and more than just one industrial firm.  Here, the firm

works with the university research center's faculty and staff through industry advisory

boards and center-sponsored research seminars so the firm can pursue a specific initiative

through a formal network with a coordinated research agenda (NSB, 1993).

Knowledge transfer encompass a much broader array of highly interactive

activities that include on-going formal and informal personal interactions, cooperative

education, curriculum development, and personnel exchanges (Reams, 1986).  On-going

formal and informal personal interactions to transfer knowledge takes many forms.

Examples of knowledge transfer mechanisms are industry-university research consortia,

trade associations, and the co-authoring of research papers by university and industrial

firm members (NSB, 2000; NSF, 1982b).  Recruitment of recent university graduates and

employing student interns continue to be chief ways knowledge is transferred between

industry and academe (Phillips, 1991).

Knowledge transfer also happens through cooperative education programs which

are designed to encourage information exchanges and on-the-job training experiences for

undergraduate and graduate students (Phillips, 1991). Cooperative education programs
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help universities train students in state-of-the-art techniques ensuring that graduates meet

industry's needs (Deutch, 1991).

Technology transfer is the fourth I/U relationship component and like knowledge

transfer also involves a number of highly interactive activities.  Compared to knowledge

transfer the focus here is on addressing immediate and more specific industry issues by

leveraging university driven research with industry expertise and parlaying these

complementary contributions into commercialized technologies needed by the

marketplace (NSB, 2000; Teece, 1987).  Often the university research center provides

both basic and technical knowledge along with technology patent and/or licensing services

while the industrial community provides knowledge in a specific applied area along with a

clear problem statement related to market demand (Rea, Brooks, Burger & LaScala, 1997).

Technology transfer occurs in many ways such as through technological consulting

arrangements, the firm’s use of center sponsored extension services, and jointly owned or

operated ventures.  Joint ventures usually represent large-scale commitments by both the

firm and university to transfer technologies and are often based on successful prior

relationships between the firm and the university research center (NSB, 1996).

To summarize, we have presented four distinct yet highly related ways in which

industrial firms and university research centers work together to provide firms with an

array of possibilities for pursuing different objectives related to advancing knowledge and

new technologies.  The next sections present a conceptual framework and hypotheses

linking certain key industrial firm factors to these I/U relationship alternatives.  We

developed our conceptual framework by integrating the literatures on inter-organizational
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cooperation (Browning, Beyer & Shetler, 1995; Hauschildt, 1999; Osborn & Hagedoorn,

1997; Smith, Carroll & Ashford, 1995), dynamic firm capabilities (Teece, Pisano &

Shuen, 1997; Lado & Wilson, 1994; Barney, 1991), resource dependence (Pfeffer &

Salancik, 1978; Wernerfelt, 1984), and power and influence (e.g., Pfeffer, 1981).    

Dynamic Firm Capabilities and Technology Centrality

The process of knowledge and technology creation has been a central theme in

much of the recent literature (Henderson & Cockburn, 1994; Deeds, DeCarolis &

Coombs, 1998; Steele, 1989).  The resource-based view of the firm is our starting point

for investigating firms’ internal resources, such as knowledge and capabilities, as sources

of competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984).  Resource-based view

considers only those resources that are rare, non-substitutable, and difficult to imitate as

the foundation for sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991).  Subsequent

research provides evidence that resources like knowledge and technology capabilities are

important for the development of competitive advantage as they are often unique and

difficult to imitate by competitors (Deeds, et al., 1998; Henderson & Cockburn, 1994).  

Extending the resource-based view, the dynamic capabilities perspective

emphasizes the ongoing development of capabilities underlying firm resources (Lado &

Wilson, 1994; Mowery, et al., 1996; Teece, Pisano & Shuen, 1997).  It is not only

resources that matter but also how managers coordinate and integrate activities within the

firm to best utilize and enhance these resources over time (Teece, et al, 1997).  Consistent

with this evolutionary perspective of building and extending firm capabilities, the

knowledge-based view of the firm (Grant & Baden-Fuller, 1995; Conner & Prahalad,
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1996) emphasizes the firm’s ability to integrate external sources of explicit and tacit

knowledge.  A central tenet of the dynamic capabilities view of the firm is that firms

acquire new knowledge, skills, expertise, and capabilities through organizational learning

(Deeds, et al., 1998; Mowery, et al., 1996) that can be described as “the act of bringing in

or creating new knowledge” (Bierly & Chakrabarti, 1996: 369).  

The need for ongoing improvement through organizational learning is necessary

due to continual changes in technology (Steele, 1989), the speed of technological change

(D’Aveni, 1994), and major changes in the overall competitive landscape for most firms

(Bettis & Hitt, 1995; Prahalad, 1998).  Organizational learning is not limited to the

internal functioning of the firm but often results by assimilating and integrating external

knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990).  Increasingly, inter-organizational relationships are

important sources for acquiring external knowledge since they allow for the acquisition of

supplementary and complementary capabilities held by their alliance partners while

facilitating the flow of knowledge between partners (Kogut, 1988; Hamel, 1991; Teece,

1987).  

Organizations are limited in the amount of skills and knowledge they can develop

and maintain internally since firms have a finite group of people and a firm’s ability to

hire and fire is limited by such things as employment contracts, market conditions, and

regulatory constraints (Hamel & Prahalad, 1994).  Additionally, on-going organizational

rightsizing can further bridle the influx of new people making the incumbent pool of

people a core-rigidity (Leonard-Barton, 1995) further limiting the assimilation of new

knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990).  Since the rapid pace of technological change in
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many fields often renders skills and knowledge obsolete (Bettis & Hitt, 1995), no

organization is entirely self-sufficient (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).  Therefore, exchange

theories (e.g., Smith, Carroll & Ashford, 1995) suggest that collaboration between firms

and universities can provide firms with skills, knowledge, and access to facilities needed

to effectively evolve the firm’s capabilities by exchanging complementary resources and

growing competencies to generate value-added synergies (Teece, 1987).  Beyond the

building of dynamic capabilities, industry-university collaboration can sometimes generate

lower transaction costs (Osborn & Hagedoorn, 1997) with less risk (Frye, 1993) than

alliances between industrial firms.  

Firms have a variety of motivations for collaborating with university research

centers.  For example, large firms often pursue risky initiatives outside their current

technological domain simply because they have the financial strength to do so  (NSB,

2000; NSB, 1993; Rosner, 1968).  Large firms work with universities on industry-wide,

pre-competitive issues related to a broad range of leading-edge technologies, many of

which are unrelated to the firm’s core business (Rea, et al., 1997).  Relationships with

universities are used by these firms to strengthen skills, knowledge, and gain access to

university facilities in order to advance a broad range of knowledge bases useful in non-

core technological areas.  Since knowledge transfer and research support relationships are

more suited for working on wide-ranging knowledge in a variety of technological areas, it

follows that large industrial firms interested in non-core areas would concentrate their

efforts in knowledge transfer and research support relationships.  Since large firms use I/U

relationships to bolster their work on technologies not central to their core business, these
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firms are less likely to engage in cooperative research and technology transfer activities

since these relationships are better suited for pursuing core technological initiatives.

Following this reasoning we formally propose,

Hypothesis 1: Large industrial firms have higher intensity knowledge transfer and

research support relationships for strengthening skills, knowledge, and gaining

access to university facilities for non-core technologies and lower intensity

cooperative research and technology transfer relationships for strengthening skills,

knowledge, and gaining access to university facilities for non-core technologies.

In contrast to their larger counterparts, small firms are often bound by scarce

financial resources and have a very limited pool of talents in-house (Acs & Audretsch,

1990).  For many small firms leveraging core competencies in areas central to their

business is a critical concern (Corsten, 1987; Foster, 1986).  Industry-university

relationships can be beneficial here as well.  Since small firms are often handicapped to

successfully compete against their larger and more endowed competitors, I/U

relationships are a way that smaller firms can help level the playing field. Smaller firms

can use I/U relationships to strengthen skills, knowledge, and gain access to university

facilities in order to advance core technologies that support the firm’s central mission.

Cooperative research and technology transfer relationships are especially appropriate for

helping small firms advance core technologies since both these relationships involve

targeted activities useful for addressing immediate issues in specific areas of opportunity.

Since small firms primarily focus on advancing core-technologies they usually have less
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time and resources available for pursuing technologies outside their core domain.

Consequently, small firms are less likely to engage in research support and knowledge

transfer relationships since these relationships are better suited for pursuing non-core

technologies.  Thus,

Hypothesis 2: Small industrial firms have higher intensity technology transfer and

cooperative research relationships for strengthening skills, knowledge and gaining

access to university facilities for core technologies and lower intensity knowledge

transfer and research support relationships for strengthening skills, knowledge,

and gaining access to university facilities for core technologies.  

Power and Influence – The Role of Champions

Following Pfeffer's (1981) notion of power in organizations, certain organizational

members are more influential than are others when it comes to advancing new ideas and

initiatives.  The ability to influence others often depends upon the organizational

member's acquisition and use of power based on both structural and personal

characteristics.  Structural characteristics relate to the individual's physical position in the

formal hierarchy and informal networks while personal characteristics include the

individual's personal skills and physical traits (Pfeffer, 1981).   Champions are individuals

within an organization that exploit structural and personal characteristics to influence

organizational dynamics in order to advance new ideas and initiatives (Chakrabarti, 1974).   

Different authors describe the functions of champions differently although the

basic theme of these descriptions remain the same, i.e., the ability to promote and

influence an idea, project, or relationship (e.g., Schon, 1963; Chakrabarti, 1974;
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Chakrabarti & Hauschildt, 1989; Howell & Higgins, 1990).  Since champions are usually

sanctioned by an organization’s top management, the champion’s formal position and

position power is legitimized (Pfeffer, 1981).  Effective champions also know how to

properly posture themselves into the organization's informal network (Schon, 1963).

With respect to personal characteristics, research indicates that effective champions are

technologically knowledgeable, spontaneous to dynamic market conditions, aggressive,

have a strong sense of drive, are politically astute, and are skillful boundary managers

(Chakrabarti, 1974; Smith, et al., 1984).  Effective champions are also persistent,

persuasive, and innovative (Howell & Higgins, 1990).  Thus, a champion's physical

position in an organization combined with their unique personal characteristics and skills

underpin their power-base and their ability to influence others in many crucial

organizational activities (Pfeffer, 1981).  

Successful industry-university relationships require that universities must be

willing to get involved in research that industry deems valuable.  In the same way,

industry must be made aware of and be willing to employ the types of research that

universities are conducting.  In bridging this gap, key intermediaries and liaisons in each

organization must ensure that there is frequent, on-going, and personal involvement

between university researchers and industry managers.  Champions serve this important

role (Evans, et al., 1993; Gerwin, Kumar & Pal, 1992; NSF, 1982a; SRI International,

1997).  As the key contact and liaison, effective I/U champions must be sensitive to each

organization's needs, mission, and objectives (van Dierdonck, Debackere & Engelen,

1990). Effective champions often serve as scouts who seek external information affecting
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the relationship, ambassadors who maintain good relations between the two

organizations, coordinators who monitor and facilitate on-going collaborative activities,

and guards who protect against any internal and external threats to the alliance (Ancona &

Caldwell, 1990).  

Previous work suggests that successful I/U relationships require champions at

both the firm and the university (e.g., Gerwin, et al., 1992; van Dierdonck, et al., 1990).

We contend however that some champions are more important than are others. As the

firm's chief promoter and influencer for its I/U relationship, industrial firm champions use

their power, both position and personal, to influence others about the value of

collaborating with a university partner.  Moreover, the firm’s champion must often

overcome opposition and resistance to an I/U alliance (Hauschildt, 1999).  Additionally,

since the industrial firm ultimately determines its level of involvement in I/U relationships

(Santoro & Chakrabarti, 1999), the firm's champion is therefore the key player in this

linkage.  Consequently, we contend that an industrial firm champion is more influential to

I/U relationships than a university research center champion.  More formally,

Hypothesis 3: The presence of an I/U champion at the industrial firm is

associated with higher intensity relationships across all four I/U relationship

alternatives compared to the presence of an I/U champion at the university

research center.

Organizational Structure

Much research in organization theory has clearly demonstrated that organization

structure is closely linked to firm size and plays a role in a firm’s ability to adapt to the
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environment, create and assimilate knowledge, and be innovative (Burns & Stalker, 1961;

Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967).  Organizational structure is also a consequential factor that

directly impacts dynamic firm capabilities (Teece, et al., 1997).  As such, an

organization’s structure affects both knowledge and technology transfer since knowledge

and/or technology transfer involves identifying the appropriate sources, interacting with

those sources, acquiring the knowledge and/or technology, and integrating them into

existing organizational systems and procedures (Zmud, 1982).  

Burns & Stalker (1961) identified three dimensions to characterize an

organization’s structure as either mechanistic or organic: 1) the number of hierarchical

levels, 2) the extent to which knowledge and control are concentrated at the top of the

organization (centralization), and 3) the degree of adherence to rules and policies

(formalization).  Daft (1978) argued that new technologies or technical innovations follow

a bottom up process originating in the technical core percolating up into higher levels of

the organization.  In contrast, administrative innovations originate in the administrative

core, i.e., at higher levels of the organization, and flow down to lower levels of the

organization through a top-down process.  

We argue that certain I/U relationship activities like technology transfer and

cooperative research relationships incorporate and demand specific technical knowledge

from the technical cores of both organizations therefore resembling Daft’s (1978) notion

of technical innovations.  For example, technology transfer happens through a dense

network of individual ties between university scientists and engineers and industrial firm

R&D personnel (Oliver & Liebeskind, 1998).  The ability to transfer technology by
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working on targeted initiatives depends on the firm’s ability to accurately understand,

interpret, evaluate, and absorb specific knowledge and technologies.  This is better

accomplished when the engineers and technical personnel who fully understand the

language and concepts used by university scientists and researchers are able to interact

freely (Gittleman, 2000).  Free and flexible interactions often require that the firm has a

more decentralized, informal, and flatter, i.e., a more organic, structure.  Thus, organic

structures better facilitate technology transfer and cooperative research activities.  

On the other hand, we believe that knowledge transfer relationships and research

support relationships are more closely aligned with the properties of Daft’s (1978)

administrative innovations.  That is, knowledge transfer and research support entail

broader, more visionary and strategic issues of how to manage and how to develop and

use the knowledge and new technologies that serve marketplace needs.  Moreover, both

knowledge transfer and research support relationships tend to revolve around more

amorphous and unspecific constructs having longer-term implications (NSF, 1982b).

Consequently, knowledge transfer and research support relationships require greater top

management involvement as top managers provide initial approval and convey their

directives to organizational personnel in a top-down manner.  Following these linkages

between a firm’s structure and certain I/U relationships, we propose the following:

Hypothesis 4: Industrial firms with more organic structures have higher intensity

technology transfer and cooperative research I/U relationships while firms with

more mechanistic structures have higher intensity knowledge transfer and research

support I/U relationships.
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METHOD

Overall Research Approach

A multi-method field study was used to investigate this complex phenomenon.

First, two different sources of exploratory data were obtained including an initial analysis

of twelve recent NSF program evaluations and survey protocols.  Next, fifteen semi-

structured interviews were conducted with industrial firm representatives and university

center directors.  The combined exploratory data helped to clarify and substantiate our

conceptual framework while the semi-structured interviews also served to refine and

provide face validity to our survey questionnaire (Cook & Campbell, 1976).  

Upon completion of the exploratory data, a variety of university research centers

in prominent public and private US universities were contacted.  Twenty-nine university

research centers were originally contacted, twenty-one agreed to participate in this study

(approval rate of 72%).  Those opting not to participate did so largely due to time and

resource constraints.  The twenty-one participating university research centers provided

complete lists of their corporate partners.  A survey questionnaire was then mailed to

each industrial firm representative identified and this data were used for hypotheses

testing.

To complete the data collection, in-depth, structured interviews were conducted in

order to validate the survey questionnaire data and to obtain additional details.  Interviews

were conducted with thirty-one firms in the semiconductors (10 firms), metals and

fabricated metals (12 firms), manufacturing (5 firms), and biotechnology (4 firms)

industrial sectors.

Sample

The twenty-one participating university research centers consisted of eight NSF

supported Engineering Research Centers, eight NSF supported Industry University

Cooperative Research Centers, and five research centers outside these models.  The

twenty-one centers represented a diverse, cross-section of disciplines, e.g., optics, large
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structural systems, off shore drilling, with a wide variation of member companies.  This

wide cross-section of firms and research centers provided us with the possibility for

greater generalizability beyond the idiosyncratic nature of one particular center or limited

industry environments.  On average, each research center works with twenty industrial

firms.  In total, the 21 centers collaborate with 421 industrial firms.  Survey

questionnaires were sent to all 421 firms.  207 questionnaires were returned, but five were

missing significant data.  Thus, 202 responses were useable for a response rate of 48%.

An analysis was conducted to determine if any response bias existed.  No significant

differences were found between those responding compared to those not responding

based on firm size, industrial sector, partnering research center, or length of relationship.  

Five of the participating firms had more than one person involved in their I/U

relationships.  In these situations survey questionnaires were sent to each participant

within the firm with the multiple responses aggregated into one score for the firm.  That

is, the average of the two responses in three firms or in two firms the three responses,

were used to reflect the firm's collective insight on their relationship with the university

research center (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991).  The data aggregation was done since each

participant was knowledgeable about the I/U relationship and each had a significant stake

in the relationship.  Moreover, the participants were homogeneous since formal I/U

relationship objectives existed in each of the firms.  Homogeneity was confirmed by high

inter-rater reliability (Spearman-Brown Formula = .74 mean individual and .85 mean

aggregate reliability for two participants and .71 mean individual and .89 mean aggregate

reliability for three participants).  As a result of data aggregation, our sample size for

analyses was 189.  Finally, using Lawrence's (1984) industry categorization scheme, 120

of the firms were classified as high tech, 33 firms capital intense, 27 firms resource

intense, and 9 firms labor intense.  

Measures
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The measures used in this study were adapted from the existing literature.  Based

on our exploratory interviews, modifications were made to some of the items to properly

tap into this study's specific constructs.  All measures utilized seven-point likert-type

scales, except for firm size and industrial sector, and all were multi-item scales, except for

firm size, industrial sector, and I/U champions.  The alpha coefficients and references to

the appropriate literature are included with each description below.  

Dependent variable: Firm's level of intensity in I/U relationships.  A nineteen-

item scale (alpha  = .91) was used to measure the four factors representing our dependent

variable.  Seven-point likert scales measured the intensity of the following nineteen

activities specifically related to advancing knowledge and new technologies: 1) % of

research funds allocated to the center, 2) level of contract research, 3) level of grant

dollars, 4) level of participation in research center sponsored consortia, 5) level of

participation in jointly-owned or operated facilities, 6) level of participation in co-

authoring research papers with university center researchers, 7) number of recent

university graduates hired by the firm, 8) % of research consulting expenditures paid to

center as a % of firm's total research budget, 9) level of joint decision-making in

technological consulting arrangements 10) number of personnel exchanges, 11) level of

participation in center sponsored research seminars, 12) level of participation in center

advisory boards for directing research agendas, 13) number of student interns hired by the

firm, 14) firm's involvement in curriculum development, 15) firm's involvement in the use

of cooperative education programs, 16) level of participation in center sponsored trade

associations, 17) level of participation in center sponsored extension services for creating

new technologies, 18) time spent interacting with center personnel specifically for

advancing new technologies, and 19) level of joint decision-making with center to advance

new technologies.

A factor analysis was performed to empirically validate the four separate I/U

relationship components of research support, cooperative research, knowledge transfer,
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and technology transfer.  Using principal components extraction four factors did indeed

surface.  Table 1 indicates that the eigenvalues for each of the four factors ranged from 8.1

to 1.7 with the combination of factors explaining nearly 79% of the variance.  Table 1 also

shows the VARIMAX rotation factor loadings where .5 was used as the loading threshold

(Hair, Anderson, Tatham & Black, 1995).  

Insert Table 1 Here

Following the factor analysis results, Knowledge Transfer represents the firm’s

level of involvement in a variety of highly interactive activities directly related to

transferring both explicit and tacit knowledge between the firm and the university research

center (alpha = .91).  Technology Transfer is the firm’s level of involvement in a variety

of interactive activities directly related to the advancement of new technologies (alpha =

.92).  Cooperative Research is the firm’s level of involvement in working with certain

research center personnel and groups on specific applied research initiatives (alpha = .88)

while Research Support represents the firm’s commitment to advancing new technologies

expressed through grants and overall research funding to the center (alpha = .92).

Independent variables: Strengthen skills, knowledge, and gain access to

university facilities for essential, core technologies.  The dynamic capabilities and resource

dependency in the area of core technologies embodied two dimensions.  The first

dimension contained two items related to the firm’s needs: 1a) the importance of

strengthening critical skills and knowledge for advancing essential, core technologies and

1b) the importance of gaining access to physical tools, equipment, and systems necessary
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for advancing essential, core technologies.  The second dimension contained two items

related to the firm’s perception of the university research center’s ability to satisfy the

firm’s needs: 2a) the importance of the university center having needed skills and

knowledge for advancing essential, core technologies and 2b) the importance of the

university center having needed physical tools, equipment, and systems to facilitate the

firm's advancing of essential, core technologies (NSB, 1996).  In total, a four-item scale

(alpha  = .93) was used.

Strengthen skills, knowledge, and gain access to university facilities for ancillary,

non-core technologies.  The dynamic capabilities and resource dependency in the area of

non-core technologies also embodied two dimensions.  The first dimension contained two

items related to the firm’s needs: 1a) the importance of strengthening critical skills and

knowledge for advancing ancillary, non-core technologies and 1b) the importance of

gaining access to physical tools, equipment, and systems necessary for advancing

ancillary, non-core technologies.  The second dimension contained two items related to

the firm’s perception of the university research center’s ability to satisfy the firm’s

needs: 2a) the importance of the university center having needed skills and knowledge for

advancing ancillary, non-core technologies and 2b) the importance of the university center

having needed physical tools, equipment, and systems to facilitate the firm's advancing of

ancillary, non-core technologies (NSB, 1996).  In total, a four-item scale (alpha  = .91)

was used.

Presence of an industrial firm I/U champion.  A one-item scale was used to

capture the presence and influence of a dedicated individual at the firm who served as the
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I/U champion defined by maintaining on-going relations, monitoring the relationship's on-

going activities, and guarding against any internal or external threats to the on-going

relationship (Ancona & Caldwell, 1990).  

Presence of a university research center I/U champion.  A one-item scale was used

to capture the presence and influence of a dedicated individual at the university research

center who served as the I/U champion defined by maintaining on-going relations,

monitoring the relationship's on-going activities, and guarding against any internal or

external threats to the on-going relationship (Ancona & Caldwell, 1990).  

 Firm Size.  This variable was measured by the number of employees within the

firm (Corsten, 1987).  Following the Small Business Administration’s classification, firm

size was coded as a categorical variable where a “1” represented small firms, those having

less than 500 employees while a “2” represented large firms, those having 500 employees

and more.  125 firms or 66% were large while 64 of the firms or 34% were small.  

Firm Structure.  A three-item scale (alpha = .75) was used.  Following Burns &

Stalker (1961), the firm’s structure was represented by the number of hierarchical levels

within the firm, the extent to which members follow directives (extent of centralization),

and the extent to which the firm has rigid rules and policies (extent of formalization).

Firms scoring high on these three dimensions were classified as mechanistic those scoring

low were classified as organic.  

Beyond the variables of interest presented above, we also included the firm’s

industrial sector as a control variable. We chose to control for the firm’s industrial sector

since industry-university activities are highly sector specific (NSB, 2000; NSB, 1996).
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Industrial Sector.  An industry code from 1 to 21 was initially assigned to each

firm using the firm’s two-digit SIC code.  The firm’s two-digit SIC codes were obtained

through a combination of Dun & Bradstreet’s Business Report and InfoUSA.  For

parsimony, we used Lawrence’s (1984) industry typology to consolidate the twenty-one

industries representing the firms in this study into the 4 industrial categories of high tech,

capital intense, labor intense, and resource intense.  High tech firms were those in

industrial sectors such as biotechnology, microcomputers, semiconductors, and

electronics. Capital intense firms included the manufacturing sectors while labor intense

firms represented firms in service industries.  Resource intense firms included firms in

sectors such as lumber and paper products, petroleum, and mining.

RESULTS

Table 2 provides descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix. Table 2 indicates

a number of strong correlations among several of the independent variables and the

dependent variables.  Since a number of the independent variables were also highly

correlated to one another, a multi-collinearity analysis was conducted to examine this

more closely.  The results of this analysis indicated that multi-collinearity was not a

significant issue since none of the Variance Inflation Factors for any of the variables

exceeded 1.4 (Hair, et al., 1995).  Upon completing this regression diagnostic, multiple

regression analysis was then used for hypotheses testing.  

Insert Table 2 Here

Eight regression models, provided in Table 3, were developed to test our four

hypotheses.  In Models 1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a we regressed the main effect variables and the

control variable on each of the four dependent variables, i.e., knowledge transfer,
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technology transfer, cooperative research, and research support.  The following equations

explicate the specific variables included in each of these four regression models:

1a) Knowledge Transfer = a0 + a1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core

technologies + a2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + a3 Firm Size + a4

Champion at the Firm + a5 Champion at the Research Center + a6 Firm Structure + a7 Industrial

Sector + e1

2a) Technology Transfer = b0 + b1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core

technologies + b2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + b3 Firm Size + b4

Champion at the Firm + b5 Champion at the Research Center + b6 Firm Structure + b7 Industrial

Sector + e2

3a) Cooperative Research = c0 + c1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core

technologies + c2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + c3 Firm Size + c4

Champion at the Firm + c5 Champion at the Research Center + c6 Firm Structure + c7 Industrial

Sector + e3

4a) Research Support = d0 + d1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core technologies

+ d2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + d3 Firm Size + d4 Champion at the

Firm + d5 Champion at the Research Center + d6 Firm Structure + d7 Industrial Sector + e4

In Models 1b, 2b, 3b, and 4b we regressed the main effect variables, the control

variable, and the interaction terms on each of the four dependent variables.  The following

equations explicate the specific variables included in each of these four regression models:

1b) Knowledge Transfer = a0 + a1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core

technologies + a2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + a3 Firm Size + a4 Skills,

knowledge & facilities for non-core technologies*Firm Size + a5 Skills, knowledge & facilities

for core technologies*Firm Size + a6 Champion at the Firm + a7 Champion at the Research

Center + a8 Firm Structure + a9 Industrial Sector + e1
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2b) Technology Transfer = b0 + b1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core

technologies + b2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + b3 Firm Size + b4 Skills,

knowledge & facilities for non-core technologies*Firm Size + b5 Skills, knowledge & facilities

for core technologies*Firm Size + b6 Champion at the Firm + b7 Champion at the Research

Center + b8 Firm Structure + b9 Industrial Sector + e2

3b) Cooperative Research = c0 + c1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core

technologies + c2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + c3 Firm Size + c4 Skills,

knowledge & facilities for non-core technologies*Firm Size + c5 Skills, knowledge & facilities

for core technologies*Firm Size + c6 Champion at the Firm + c7 Champion at the Research Center

+ c8 Firm Structure + c9 Industrial Sector + e3

4b) Research Support = d0 + d1 Skills, knowledge & facilities for non-core technologies

+ d2 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core technologies + d3 Firm Size + d4 Skills, knowledge

& facilities for non-core technologies*Firm Size + d5 Skills, knowledge & facilities for core

technologies*Firm Size + d6 Champion at the Firm + d7 Champion at the Research Center + d8

Firm Structure + d9 Industrial Sector + e4

Linear-by-linear interaction terms were created by multiplying the proposed

moderator with the target independent variables (Hair, et al., 1995; Stone & Hollenbeck,

1988).  After entering the proposed main effects and control variables into the regression

equation (models 1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a), the multiplicative terms were then added (models 1b,

2b, 3b, and 4b).  A comparison of the standardized regression coefficients and the change

in Adjusted R_ in each of the models were then examined for significance (Hair, et al.,

1995; Stone & Hollenbeck, 1988).  

Using the moderated multiple regression analyses provided in Table 3 we find

support for hypothesis 1.  Our results indicate that large firms have higher intensity

knowledge transfer and research support relationships and lower intensity cooperative

research and technology transfer relationships for strengthening skills, knowledge, and
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gaining access to university facilities for ancillary, non-core technologies.  A comparison

of the moderated regression models in Table 3 also provides support for hypothesis 2.

Our results indicate that small firms have higher intensity cooperative research and

technology transfer relationships and lower intensity knowledge transfer and research

support relationships for strengthening skills, knowledge, and gaining access to university

facilities for essential, core technologies.  

A comparison of the standardized regression coefficients across regression models

1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a indicate that an I/U champion at the firm is associated with higher

intensity relationships across all four relationship alternatives compared to an I/U

champion at the university research center.  This finding supports hypothesis 3.  

Insert Table 3 Here

With respect to firm structure, a comparison of the standardized coefficients

across regression models 1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a provides only partial support for hypothesis

4.  Our results show that firms with more mechanistic structures had higher intensity

knowledge transfer and research support relationships.  While firms with more organic

structures had higher cooperative research relationships, firms with more organic

structures did not have higher intensity technology transfer relationships.  

Finally, in controlling for the firm’s industrial sector we found evidence

supporting the notion that industrial sector is consequential within the industry-

university collaborative dynamic.  To examine the initial results from the multiple

regression analyses more closely, we performed a comprehensive ANOVA using

contrasts to compare our four industrial sector categories of high tech, labor intense,

capital intense, and resource intense.  The ANOVA contrasts revealed that firms in high

tech industries were more associated with technology transfer (p < .001) and cooperative
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research relationships (p < .05) while firms in resource intense industries were more

associated with knowledge transfer (p < .01) and research support relationships (p < .05).  

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The results of this study show that industrial firms use a variety of relationships

with university research centers to accomplish different things.  More specifically, we

found that large firms have higher intensity knowledge transfer and research support

relationships in order to strengthen skills and knowledge and gain access to university

facilities for advancing non-core technologies.  In contrast, small firms have higher

intensity technology transfer and cooperative research relationships in order to strengthen

skills and knowledge and gain access to university facilities for advancing core

technologies.  Figure 1 expands upon this dynamic.  In integrating other aspects of our

findings to this model, we also provide policy implications in the discussion below.  

Insert Figure 1 Here

Since large firms are usually endowed with more resources, particularly financial

(Rosner, 1968) they have the ability to diversify into non-core areas.  In pursuing

opportunities in non-core areas large firms use knowledge transfer and research support

relationships to build new competencies and create enabling technologies in ancillary areas

that are not central to the firm’s core business (Quadrant I).  Our finding is consistent

with the findings in the corporate strategy literature that firms will seldom outsource

technology in its core competence area (e.g., Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). On the other hand,

it makes great sense to outsource technology development that is outside the realm of the

firm’s core competence.  Conversely, small firms have a very different focus in their I/U

relationships because of the many additional constraints that they have.  Unlike their

larger counterparts, small firms are not primarily interested in using I/U relationships for
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long-term competency building in non-core areas.  Small firms are usually most concerned

with survival (Steele, 1989) and therefore participate more in I/U relationships that

provide immediate solutions to critical issues affecting central business areas and core

technologies (Quadrant IV).  

Our results seem to show that industrial firms don’t typically use university

relationships to help strengthen and build core competencies (Quadrant II).  We believe

that the cultural and philosophical differences that still largely exist between industry and

academe may be a key reason (IRI, 1995; Reams, 1986).  For example, universities have

an orientation towards time and goals that are quite different from industrial firms.

(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). Moreover, firms may be fearful to depend on universities in

areas that are at the heart of defining their organization or that are so acute for creating

competitive advantage (Hamel & Prahalad, 1994).  Our findings also appear to indicate

that industrial firms don’t use I/U relationships for problem solving in ancillary or non-

central areas (Quadrant III).  While currently an underemployed area, this could be very

fruitful for many firms especially since university research centers can provide firms with

complementary skills, knowledge, and resources (Teece, 1987).  

Adding to an already large literature on the impact of firm size on organizational

dynamics, our study offers two additional aspects.  First, we found that size matters with

respect to the types of relationships firms have with university research centers and the

types of technology centrality strategic initiatives firms pursue, i.e., core versus non-core

technologies.  Second, our study reminds us that firm size is highly correlated with

organizational structure (Burns & Stalker, 1961).  However, our study goes beyond this

notion to illuminate that an association appears to exist between firm size, firm structure,

and a firm’s competence building and problem solving initiatives. While we’ve clearly

delineated competence building from problem solving these can in practice be closely

related organizational activities that are not mutually exclusive (Ihde, 1993; Nonaka &

Takeuchi, 1995). Thus, although we found certain sized organizations with certain
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structural characteristics more closely aligned with specific types of I/U relationships, we

believe a firm’s fluidness and flexibility is needed to foster the skillful blending of both

competence building and problem solving.  Some firms may be nimble and sophisticated

enough to switch structures (Zmud, 1982).  We think however it’s more likely that firms

pursuing both competence building and problem solving simultaneously (Itami &

Numagami, 1992) seamlessly integrate characteristics of both mechanistic and organic

structures by balancing order and disorder within their complex and dynamic

organizational systems (Schoonhoven & Jelinek, 1997).  

Despite a growing trend in I/U collaboration (Betz, 1996; Cohen, et al., 1998;

Okubo & Sjoberg, 2000) we found generally low levels of intensity across the four I/U

relationship alternatives.  While this was somewhat surprising, it suggests a tremendous

opportunity exist for raising the level of industry's involvement in I/U alliances.

Attractive policies tendered by university research centers, such as offering more flexible

and creative reward policies for intellectual property rights and technology licensing

agreements, are one way to further stimulate industry’s involvement.  While university

research centers can be more successful in intensifying their relationships with industrial

firms, a certain threshold does exist since industrial firms have only a limited amount of

time and resources available for industry-university activities.  It may remain that

different sized firms and those in different industrial sectors continue to use I/U

relationships in very narrow and targeted ways.  The framework offered here could be

beneficial to both industry and academe by providing new insights on ways these

relationships can be established, employed, enhanced, and sustained.

A large literature stresses the importance of champions (e.g., Chakrabarti, 1974;

Chakrabarti & Hauschildt, 1989; Howell & Higgins, 1990; Schon, 1963).  Our results add

to this literature by showing that not all champions are equal.  We found that some

champions may be more important than others.  A champion usually plays an

instrumental role in formulating and implementing an organization’s strategies (van
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Dierdonck, et al., 1990).  Moreover, champions at the firm often influence the budgeting

process ensuring that certain desired projects and activities get funded (Howell & Higgins,

1990; Pfeffer, 1981). Together, this may explain why we found champions at the firm

more important to the intensity of I/U relationships than champions at the university

research center.  While this finding adds a new dimension to the current literature, much

more must be learned.  For example, the measure of champions in this study was rather

general; it encompassed select activities related to the presence of an influential individual

within the organization.  Moreover, in developing our measure we followed the

established notion that one individual in the organization performs all necessary functions

related to successful boundary management.  In contrast, Chakrabarti & Hauschildt

(1989:165) discussed "a division of labour in innovation management" where the

champion often manifests as a multi-person constellation within the organization.  

Chakrabarti & Hauschildt (1989) proposed that experts or fachpromoters are

members of the organization who possess the technical knowledge and are most effective

in idea generation and exploring internal technical mechanisms and limitations.  Sponsors

or machtpromoters are organizational members who control the organization's resources

and are key decision-makers.  Finally, the champion or process promoter has an overall

knowledge of the organization, has diplomatic skills, and knows who should be and who

shouldn't be involved in various activities.  Additionally, the champion or process

promoter is the salesperson of new ideas and is the linkage between the expert or

fachpromotor and the sponsor or the machtpromoter.  Following Chakrabarti &

Hauschildt's (1989) framework, our focus was centered on one person, the process

promoter.  Thus, while this study highlights the importance of a champion at the firm,

additional insights are needed as to the possibility that more than one key individual at

the firm may be affecting the dynamics in I/U relationships.  The importance of a

champion was noted in our interviews with several firms. When the budgets got leaner,
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the champions at higher levels in the corporate hierarchy were able to help sustain the

support for the research centers.

In understanding the contribution of the university research centers, we speculate

that much of the contributions can be explained in light of social capital theory (Coleman,

1988; Nahapiet and Ghoshal,1998; Woolcock 1998). Large companies are interested in

associating with top tier or more prestigious universities for network effect (Santoro &

Chakrabarti, 2001). Although top-tier universities do not usually work on problems that

are of immediate significance to the firms, the firms benefit from interactions with not

only the members of the faculty but also other industrial participants. In their

forthcoming book, Richard Lester and Michael Piore2 at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology consider the university as a public space for knowledge exchange. University

centers provide a forum for discussion and an “interpretive” process for the development

of technology. They have concluded that “the most important contribution the research

university can make to industry, above and beyond the quantity and quality of its

graduates, is to help expose private companies to a broad range of new ideas. A company

that demands an exclusive, proprietary research relationship may not only be damaging

the university, it may also be reducing the value that it will ultimately derive from that

relationship”  (Lester, Piore and Malek, 1998)

Additional Limitations and Directions for Future Research

We offer several new thoughts related to the dynamics of I/U alliances.  However,

as in most research, limitations do exist.  First, our primary focus was on the industrial

firm within the context of its relationships with university research centers.  A

potentially rich area of investigation in the future could concentrate on the complex

integration of both industrial firm and university research center factors.  Unexplored
                                                
2  Private communication from Richard Lester to Chakrabarti
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factors from this point of view might include such things as the compatibility of

university center and industrial firm cultures, the lack of effective leadership at the firm

and/or at the university research center, and conflicts between industrial firm and

university center personnel.  While we believe this line of investigation could provide

additional insights, it requires a different focus and research design than was employed

here.

Second, since the data used for hypotheses testing was both perceptual and

largely retrospective, the interpretation of these results must be done carefully despite

safeguards taken to limit various sources of bias.  Moreover, since this study only

provides a description of a complex phenomenon, a longitudinal design is needed to

advance a causal model (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991).  

Finally, our intent here was to examine I/U relationships within the parsimonious

context of research centers affiliated with universities in the US.  Although this allowed us

to study a complex phenomenon within the rubric of a relatively broad and diverse

sample of firms and university research centers, this study is confined to a particular

model within US borders.  A broader investigation examining industry-university

collaborative ventures in a wider variety of university-based organizations in different

countries could further extend and enhance these findings.
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TABLE 1
VARIMAX Rotation Factor Loadings

ITEMS FACTOR 1
Knowledge
Transfer

FACTOR 2
Technology
Transfer

FACTOR 3
Cooperative
Research

FACTOR 4
Research
Support

Firm’s involvement in curriculum development
Student interns hired by the firm as direct result of I/U relationship
Firm’s involvement in cooperative education programs
Recent university graduates hired by the firm
Level of participation in research center sponsored consortia
Level of participation in research center sponsored trade associations
Level of participation in co-authoring research papers
Number of personnel exchanges with research center

.81

.78

.77

.75

.71

.58

.52

.52
Time spent interacting with center personnel specifically for advancing new technologies
Level of joint decision-making in technological consulting arrangements
Level of joint decision-making with center personnel specifically for advancing new
technologies
Level of participation in jointly owned or operated facilities specifically for advancing new
technologies
Level of participation in center sponsored extension services for new technologies

.83

.79

.74

.69

.58
Level of contract research
% of research consulting expeditures paid to center as % of firm’s total research budget
Level of participation in research center advisory boards for directing research agendas
Level of participation in research center sponsored research seminars

.84

.78

.67

.53
Level of grant dollars specifically for advancing new technologies
% of research funds allocated to center specifically for advancing new technologies

.80

.77
Eigenvalues 8.1 4.5 2.3 1.7

Explained Variance 43.5 14.7 11.4 8.8

Cumulative Explained Variance 43.5 58.2 69.6 78.4
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TABLE 2
Means, Standard Deviations, and Bi-Variate Correlations

Variable Mean s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Knowledge Transfer
2. Technology

Transfer
3. Cooperative

Research
4. Research Support
5. Skills, etc for Non-

Core Technologies
6. Skills, etc for Core

Technologies
7. I/U Champion at

Industrial Firm
8. I/U Champion at

Research Center
9. Firm Size
10. Firm Structure
11. Industrial Sector

2.9

3.3

2.4

2.3
5.4

4.3

5.9

5.7

.66
4.4
2.4

1.5

1.6

.9

.9
1.3

1.2

1.1

1.2

.48
1.1
.8

.38***

.33***

.31***

.41***

.18**

.40***

.20**

-.19**
.22***
-.37***

.30***

.29***

.15*

.43***

.24***

.16*

.20**
-.09
.32***

.32***

.28***

.35***

.21***

.13*

-.29***
-.19**
.07

.33***

.17*

.19**

.09

.52***

.18**
-.20**

.56***

.43***

.10

.42***

.22***
-.29***

.24***

.08

-.39***
-.13*
.32***

.17*

.21***

.16*
-.20**

.27***

.09

.14*
.29***
-.34*** .23***

N = 189
*     =  p < .05
**   =  p < .01
*** =  p < .001
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TABLE 3
Regression Analyses: Firm's Intensity of each I/U Relationship Alternative as the Dependent Variableª

Knowledge
Transfer

Technology
Transfer

Cooperative
Research

Research Support

Variable Model
1a

Model
1b

Model
2a

Model
2b

Model 3a Model
3b

Model
4a

Model
4b

1) Skills, Knowledge & Access to Facilities for
Advancing Non-Core Technologies

2) Skills, Knowledge & Access to Facilities for
Advancing Core Technologies

3) Firm Size

4) Skills, Knowledge & Access to Facilities for
Advancing Non-Core Technologies * Firm Size

5) Skills, Knowledge & Access to Facilities for
Advancing Core Technologies * Firm Size

6) I/U Champion at Industrial Firm

7)I/U Champion at University Research Center

8) Firm Structure

9)Industrial Sector (Control Variable)

Overall F
Adjusted R_

.20***           .12*

.11*               .09

.05                 .04

.26***

                      .11*

.22***

.21***

.12*               .12*

.17**             .16**

-.18**           -.18**

18.6***
23.7***
.31                  .41

.08                .07

.24***

.19***

.08                .02

                     .13*

                   -
.26***

.18**            .18**

.07                 .07

-.04               -.04

.21**

.20**

14.4***      16.4***
.22                  .29

.13*              .12*

.22***          .18**

-.21***        -.19**

                     .12*

                   -
.22***

.21***         .19**

.10               .08

-.14*           -.14*

.03                 .03

.17.7***     20.3***

.30                  .37

.20***        .17**

.16**          .14*

.23***        .16**

.24***

                    .13*

.23***         .22***

.11*              .10

.07                 .06

-.12*              -
.12*

16.2***     21.2***
.28                .39

N = 189;  * = p < .05,  ** = p < .01,  *** = p < .001
ª Regression coefficients are standardized
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FIGURE 1
Competence Building and Problem Solving Strategies Employed by Firms in I/U Relationships
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